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Building Clouds Offers Elite Level Membership Packages and Rewards Program 

Building Clouds' new Elite Level Pricing Programs are designed to allow building controls 
integrators to offer aggressively priced, comprehensive building automation and energy 
management projects.  Elite members can sign up for the program level that matches their 
business model and annual sales forecasts.   
All Elite members can deploy unlimited, fully licensed copies of the Opendiem Building 
Automation Software Suite including all client services, and connectivity drivers up to the 
annual point count limit determined by their membership level. 
 
Packages start at $799 per month for Elite-I with a maximum annual point count of 6,250.  
Other monthly programs include the Elite-II program which allows up to 25,000 points 
annually for $1,500, Elite-III for $2,500 and up to 50,000 points, and Elite-IV which does not 
have a maximum point count (unlimited) and sells for $8,000 per month.  All Elite Levels 
require a one year minimum term and members can elevate their Elite status as their 
business needs grow.  Point counts, or tags as they are referred to in the industry, can 
continue to accumulate from year to year and are only deducted when they are used for 
projects. 
 
Elite members are automatically enrolled in the Elite Rewards Program which credits user 
accounts for referrals to the program, deploying the software at two or more sites in a month, 
and for filling out case study reference forms. 
 
Complete details of these programs can be found at www.opendiem.com and 
www.buildingclouds.com  
 
About Building Clouds, LLC 
Building Clouds is changing the way building systems connect, share data, and make 
intelligent real time decisions. 
We provide complete hardware and software solutions for Building Automation and Energy 
Management Systems that seamlessly integrate data generated from building services and 
industrial processes into a simple easy to use web-based interface accessible literally 
anywhere, anytime.  The Opendiem™ Suite can be hosted on any virtual cloud-based 
hardware platform so it doesn’t require a proprietary connection to a controls network.  Using 
your existing IT network infrastructure or the Internet, Opendiem allows you to monitor and 
control the settings and efficiency of building systems and industrial processes.  Based on 
proven communications standards, Opendiem is fluent in most building management and 
industrial control system protocols.  Product details can be found at www.buildingclouds.com. 
 
Building Clouds, Opendiem, and their associated logos are trademarks of Building Clouds, 
LLC. Other product or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective 
holders. 
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